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UNIT 6

Conclusions are in the form of a
few tips and recommendations
for you. Everything else will be
left to your own intuition, to your
own further research and
experimentation. Lingua+ has just
given an example of holistic
approach in host country
language teaching which is in
tune with the needs of our time.

There is so much to build on it!
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UNIT 6

Through the previous Units we have seen that a language teacher for
migrants has a vital role for the integration of individuals who may have a
better life for themselves and for their family, and have the potential to
enrich our native culture and society at large.
Our role as educators is far broader than just transferring vocabulary and
grammar.
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UNIT 6

We, as language teachers/trainers, social workers, volunteers can
become agents for change towards a fairer, happier, heathier society
and we may be ready for more real, creative, enhanced, enriching,
compassionate, significant interplay within the learners’ group.
This in fact becomes a small community where everyone’s identity is
safe, learners and trainers may collaboratively learn from each other,
and everyone can feel the wonder of a constructive intercultural
dialogue.
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UNIT 6

Here are some conclusive suggestions and tips:
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 Be creative. Let’s experiment
in our lessons with anything
we deal with in real life:
shopping, food, walking,
singing, getting a medical
treatment…
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 Spend time to understand the specific language learning needs
of your learners. This will allow you to create helpful lessons.
The time you spend on this task is never wasted. Migrant
learners have the right to acquire language competence that is
appropriate to their needs. By definition the host country
language will never be their native language, and we shouldn’t
measure their language skills according to how close to the
native idiom is their acquired language, but according to their
success in understanding and communicating within the areas of
their needs.
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 Try to see the world through 
your learners’ eyes. 

 If you see no progress in their
language learning, don’t
assume that they’re neither
interested nor motivated.
They may have painful
thoughts, memories and
traumas that cannot allow
them to be open and
attentive learners.

 Always remember that respectful and compassionate human
relationships come first, before any curriculum subject, and they are
the perfect fertile ground to provide and build language knowledge.
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 Show your learners your enthusiasm for your own language, and
for any language. Tell them about the etymology of some words
and show your curiosity towards their own native language/s.

 Consider that your learners may be multilingual, for instance
migrants from Africa or from India may be users of even 10
languages and more. They may be naturally inclined to
codeswitch and translation. Build on that.
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 In synthesis, allow their own
culture and languages to be
part of the lessons.

 Be an active, deep listener!
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Thank you!
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